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Strengthening polycrystalline ice with SiO2 nanoparticles
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The paper presents the results of ice strengthening by means of ultrafine silica nanoparticles introduced to

distilled water prior to its crystallization. Stable SiO2 particles suspensions with concentrations ranging from 0.003

to 5wt.%. have been prepared, and nanoparticles size distribution and zeta potential have been monitored in them.

Both values remain almost constant for a week. Concentration dependences of maximal stress, Young’s modulus

and inelastic deformation at and after reaching peak stress in uniaxial compression test have been studied. The

highest rate of change with the particles concentration for these properties is between 0.01 and 1wt.%. while

beyond the above range the concentration sensitivity is much weaker. The strongest effect of silica concentration is

on inelastic deformation, and the weakest effect is on Young’s modulus. Concentration sensitivity of the properties

has been estimated by the power index of the best fitted power function for each of the property. Dependence

of strength upon average grain size, that diminishes sixfold with growing concentration, is well approximated by

power function also, but with negative power index -1/2. Additive constant in this dependence is found to be

much lower than the strength of large grain pure ice and is close to zero within experiment accuracy. Hence, the

strength of studied polycrystalline ice and ice composites is limited by the nucleation and subsequent propagation

of Griffiths cracks with characteristic length proportional to average size of ice grain.

Keywords: polycrystalline ice, mechanical properties, grain structure, ice composites, strengthening by

nanoparticles, Hall−Petch and Griffiths relations.
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Introduction

The development of the Arctic, provided for by the state

programs of the Russian Federation, needs the creation of

road transport, industrial, household, social infrastructure.

These long-term plans involve the construction of roads,

runways, crossings, buildings and other structures for var-

ious purposes. All this requires large volumes of structural

and construction materials, preferably from local, renewable,

environmentally friendly sources of raw materials [1–3]. Ice,
which is universally available in regions with a cold climate

and does not require disposal at the end of its service life,

could be one of the most promising building materials, but

as such it has insufficient strength and high brittleness [4–
8]. Therefore, many northern peoples, when erecting their

winter dwellings such as igloo made of snow and ice have

long reinforced them with moss, yagel and other plant

components.

Excluding from consideration the methods of increasing

the bearing capacity of ice during the construction of winter

crossings, railways and highways by laying logs, branches,

sleepers, beams, boards and other structural elements of

meter scale on its surface, historically the first engineering

approach to ice strengthening was its reinforcement with

macro-additives of millimeter sizes. Most often, their role

was played by cheap waste from the forestry industry

(sawdust, shavings, wood chips) [9]. The most famous of

such projects is Habbakuk (Habakkuk) [10] provided for the

construction of large floating ocean islands in the Atlantic

during World War II made of ice composites (IC) for using
them as airfields. The addition of an optimal amount of

sawdust to the frozen water (14wt.%, which is about a

third of the volume of the material) led to fourfold ice

strengthening.

Over the course of more than a century of engineering

developments aimed at strengthening ice with various

micro- and macroscale additives, a number of approaches

and technologies have been proposed for improving the

load-bearing capacity of structures made of IC [11–15]. This
made it possible to build from them quite large hydraulic

structures and domed rooms with a diameter of tens of

meters [16–18]. High-strength microfibers have been used

in recent decades as reinforcing components in laboratory

conditions — from microcellulose and basalt to Kevlar and

nanostructured carbon [19–26]. However, the potential of

approaches and methods for strengthening ice with macro-

and micro-additives is very limited, which prevents their

widespread use in the construction of large structures. In

particular, these methods are not technological and require

special measures to obtain stable suspensions. Hardening
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with long (
”
infinite“) microfibers requires technologies of

their layer-by-layer laying and freezing, and employing

fibrous matrice requires methods of combating trapped air

bubbles. As a rule, all these methods of manufacturing IC

increase the strength of ice by no more than 3−4 times, and

only in rare, record cases — up to 5−6 times. They are

not environmentally perfect and require special measures to

dispose of the used modifiers after the end of the life cycle

of the structure.

In the end, it became clear that it was impossible to

achieve radical hardening of IC only with the help of

micro- and macro-dimensional reinforcing additives. The

main reason is that reinforcement with these components

has almost no impact on the microstructure of the IC ice

base, no matter what high-strength reinforcing elements

are used. The strength of reinforced IC is limited by the

imperfection of the crystal structure of ice and a large

number of structural defects present in it. Apparently,

for this reason, attempts to modify the molecular structure

of ice using polymer additives (organofluorine compounds,

polyvinyl alcohol) have also not been crowned with great

success [27–31].
In this regard, it is important to note that, despite

the relative weakness of the hydrogen bonds between the

molecules H2O [32], which determine the fundamental

mechanical characteristics of ice, the theoretical limit of

its strength σth is very high. As is known, the strength

and Young’s modulus E of ideal defect-free crystals, which

is commonly called ideal or theoretical, are due to the

properties of interatomic/molecular bonds and their density

per unit area. Classical and quantum theories of solid

state physics from the first principles, as well as computer

modeling, give the value σth ≈ (0.07−0.1)E [33–35]. At

the usual winter temperatures for the northern regions,

only a few tens of degrees below the melting point of ice,

for estimates we can take σth ≈ 0.05Ed ≈ 500MPa, where

Ed ≈ 10GPa — the dynamic value of the Young’s modulus

of pure ice [4,7,8]. The strength of natural ice, determined

experimentally, is usually 2−3 orders of magnitude less

than σth and amounts to 0.5−10MPa [4,7]. This implies

a large and not yet used reserve for strengthening ice and

IC. The main reason for such a strong discrepancy between

theoretical predictions and the experiment, obviously, is the

presence of a wide range of structural defects in real ice

and IC, primarily micro- and macro-cracks, air bubbles and

other discontinuities. Therefore, the search for new ideas

and approaches to realizing the existing potential of ice

hardening is still relevant to this day.

This paper presents the results of a study of the addition

of nanoparticles (NPs) to frozen water as one of the

fields of such studies. In contrast to macro- and micro-

dimensional components, NP addition can result in various

changes in the microstructure of ice at smaller scale levels

compared to simple reinforcement. However, the available

information about the impact of NPs on the microstructure

and properties of IC is very scarce. Data on the impact of

NPs on the nucleation of crystallites in polycrystalline ice,

on their growth, strength and thermophysical characteristics

in industrial wastewater ponds and peat pits are provided

in [36,37], while the data of studies in Yellow River

in China are provided in [38]. Nano- and micro-sized

particles can be present in concentrations up to 0.1 wt.%

in the water of these reservoirs. The results of a study

of the processes of inhibition of the growth of ice grains by

cellulose nanoparticles during recrystallization are described

in [39,40]. The results of several attempts to modify the

microstructure and harden ice by deliberately introducing

hydrophilic NPs into its structure are described in [41–44].
The given brief review of the literature demonstrates

the following state of the problem of ice reinforcement.

Though the entire range of modifiers characteristic sizes

from molecular to macroscopic has been tested, no re-

producible strengthening of IC by more than 4− 5 times

has been achieved. Even though the theory allows

for a further increase of strength, at least by another

order of magnitude. However, almost unexplored
”
white

spots“ remain on the map of methods for modifying

the mechanical characteristics of ice. The least studied

and promising area seems to be the intermediate interval

between the molecular and microlevel, namely nano- and

submicro-scale. This structural and hierarchical level can

be mastered by introducing natural and synthetic, organic

and inorganic NPs into the frozen water. This approach is

consistent with one of two concepts well known in physical

materials science. According to the first of them, it is

necessary to reduce the concentration of defects, striving

to obtain an ideal single crystal. This is unlikely to

provide good prospects for ice-based materials, but, given

its fragility, the elimination of micro- and macro-cracks,

as well as other macro-heterogeneities that play the role

of strong stress concentrators, can contribute to significant

strengthening. In accordance with the second concept,

significant strengthening of polycrystalline materials and

approximation to theoretical strength can be achieved by

increasing the concentration of small structural defects,

bringing the material to an amorphous state in the limit.

We have shown in recent works [43,44] that the intro-

duction of NPs into the ice structure makes it possible to

increase the compressive strength by more than 6 times. The

mechanisms of this strengthening are not yet completely

clear, but the detected decrease of grain sizes with an

increase of the impurity concentration and the size of the

cracks associated with them definitely indicates the signif-

icant role of the latter in the formation of the mechanical

characteristics of polycrystalline ice. Clarification of the

role of NPs and grain boundary failure in the formation of

mechanical characteristics of IC needs systematic studies.

Unlike reinforcement with macroscopic components and

microfibers, the introduction of NPs into the IC structure

can have a diverse character, and the effects induced

by their presence can have many different causes and

micromechanisms. In particular, a consequence of the

introduction of NPs into the ice may be a decrease of grain

size and the resulting increase of yield strength, according
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to the Hall−Petch ratio, and reducing the length of grain

boundary cracks, blocking grain boundary cracks, dispersion

hardening of grain volume and many other changes in the

microstructure of ice.

The purpose of this work was to experimentally study the

fundamental possibilities of hardening ice with hydrophilic

NPs of silicon dioxide and to elucidate the micromecha-

nisms of destruction under load that determine its uniaxial

compression strength.

1. Materials and methods

IC samples were formed from hydrosols containing silicon

dioxide NPs (Aldrich, USA). The size D stated by the

manufacturer of these NPs was 10−20 nm. It was calculated

based on the specific surface area of the NPs determined by

the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller (BET). The initial 5wt.% sol

was first obtained by dispersing the corresponding NPs test

charge in distilled water using ultrasonic liquid processor

Vibra-Cell VCX 750 (Sonics & Materials, USA) to prepare

hydrosols with a mass fraction of NPs ω in the range of

0.003−5wt.%. The frequency of ultrasonic exposure was

20 kHz, and its power was limited to 100 W to prevent

heating of the hydrosol. Then, hydrosols with a smaller

mass fraction of NPs were prepared from the obtained 5%

wt.% hydrosol by sampling and their sequential dilution with

distilled water.

The NPs size distribution D in the prepared hydrosols

was analyzed by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using

analyzer Zetasizer Nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, UK),
which was also used to determine the zeta potential of

hydrosols. Fig. 1, a shows that there was a monomodal

NPs distribution in size, the maximum of which was close

to D = 40 nm. At the same time, the position of the

distribution maximum did not depend on the mass fraction

of NPs in the hydrosole. The insert of Fig. 1, a shows an

image of a NPs obtained on a scanning electron microscope

(SEM) Merlin (Carl Zeiss, Germany) with a field cathode.

Analysis of SEM images showed that the NPs had a size

of 25± 7 nm and a shape close to spherical. It should

be noted that the DLS and SEM methods gave somewhat

higher NPs size than that declared by the supplier, which

may be due to both the specific parameters of the indirect

method used by the manufacturer to determine the size

of the NPs and the hygroscopicity of the silicon dioxide

NPs.

The prepared hydrosols were stable over time regardless

of the mass fraction of NPs in them. This is indicated by

the stability of the distribution of the latter in size and the

position of the distribution maximum over time (Fig. 1).
After 6 days, both the median size of the NPs Dm and

their zeta potential (Table. 1) remained unchanged within

the statistical dispersion of the data. At the same time, for

all hydrosols, the zeta potential exceeded 30mV in absolute

value at any given time, which is a well-known criterion for

the stability of the colloidal system.

Distilled water and NPs hydrosols were poured into

specially made fluoroplastic cuvettes with 48 cells isolated

from each other in size 10× 10× 20mm for obtaining

samples of pure ice and IC. The cuvettes had a thin bottom

wall (∼ 1mm) and were located inside the freezer on a

massive metal plate. After filling the samples, the cuvettes

were insulated from the top and sides from the atmosphere

of the freezer with a thick-walled foam screen. The samples

were frozen at −10◦C. Since the coefficient of thermal

conductivity of ice is more than an order of magnitude

higher than that of fluoroplast, this technical solution gave

the heat flow a preferential direction
”
from top to bottom“

during crystallization, which reduced internal stresses and

cracking in the sample.

The sizes of the samples were determined by several

considerations. Their small volume (2 cm3) and the

simultaneous production of 48 pieces under the same

conditions allowed for a relatively small spread of data and

representative statistics. At the same time, the transverse

size of 10mm exceeded the average grain size in any

samples by more than an order of magnitude (see sec. 2),
and at high concentrations of NPs — and by two orders of

magnitude. This makes it possible to consider the influence

of external dimensional effects on the experimental results

negligible.

The grain structure of the obtained samples of pure ice

and IC with different NPs content was studied using an Axio

Observer.A1m optical microscope (Carl Zeiss, Germany) in

reflected light. The microscope had an image capture and

analysis system, as well as a removable thermal camera with

adjustable forced cooling. Grain boundaries were visualized

as a result of segregation of impurities in their vicinity and

thermal etching.

The mechanical strength of the manufactured samples of

pure ice and IC with different NPs content was studied by

uniaxial compression using servo-hydraulic testing machine

MTS 870 Landmark (MTS, USA). A temperature of −10◦C

was maintained inside the climate chamber of the machine

by purging it with liquid nitrogen vapors. The rate of relative

deformation in all experiments was 4 · 10−3 s−1. Uniaxial

compression tests were performed on at least eight samples

at each NPs concentration. A total of 142 samples were

tested.

2. Results

Fig. 2, a, c, e, g shows a typical granular microstructure

of prepared samples of pure ice and IC with different NPs

content. It can be seen from the figures that an increase

of the NPs content leads to a decrease of grain sizes d,
averaged for each grain in two mutually perpendicular

directions. The analysis of grain size distribution (Fig. 2, b,
d, f, h) showed that in pure ice, the value of d varies

in the range from 100 to 1200µm with a median value

dm = 500± 50µm. With an increase of ω, a narrowing

of the range of values of d and a shift of dm towards
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Figure 1. Dynamics of changes in the distribution of NPs by size D in suspensions with different contents ω for 6 days: freshly prepared

suspensions (a), after one day (b), after three days (c), after six days (d). The insert of Fig. 1, a shows a SEM image of NPs.

Table 1. Zeta potential of suspensions with different NPs content after different time from the moment of their preparation

Time, 0 1 3 6

days

Mass

0.01 0.1 1 0.01 0.1 1 0.01 0.1 1 0.01 0.1 1fraction

NPs-SiO2,

wt.%

Zeta remove

−39± 5 −40± 5 −38± 4 −41± 4 −38± 4 −37± 5 −38± 6 −39± 5 −35± 5 −38± 3 −37± 4 −34± 6the last

hyphen, mV

Average

−39± 5 −39± 4 −37± 5 −36± 4value

of zeta–
potential, mV

smaller values was observed. So, while at ω = 0.003wt.%

dm = 450± 50µm, at ω = 5wt.% dm = 95± 5µm.

Figure 3 shows typical loading diagrams for samples

of pure ice and IC in coordinates σ−ε, where σ —
engineering stresses of uniaxial compression, and ε —
relative deformation. Several characteristic sections can be

distinguished on the curves σ−ε. The initial section of the

loading diagram with a small slope, resulting from small

irregularities of the ends of the sample, was not taken into

account in the future and was excluded when analyzing the

diagram. Further, the deformation linearly increased with

an increase of load, which was observed in pure ice and IC

with low NPs content of ω < 0.01wt.% up to brittle failure

of the material without irreversible deformation recorded
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Figure 2. Microstructure (a, c, e, g) and grain size distribution (b, d, f, h) of pure ice and IC with different NPs content ω. Pure ice —
(a, b); IC (ω = 0.003wt.%) — (c, d); IC (ω = 0.03wt.%) — (e, f); IC (ω = 5wt.%) — (g, h).
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4. The point σ0.85 indicates a stress equal to 85% of σp. The

areas S1 and S2 bounded by a curve and dashed lines 5−6 and

6−7 are proportional to the specific work A1 and A2, spent on

deforming samples to reach σp and then to σ0.85, respectively. The

corresponding relative inelastic deformations are designated as ε1
and ε2 .

by the testing machine. The slope of the linear section

(along the line 5) was taken as the conditional Young’s

modulus E of the material. Irreversible deformation of

ε1 before destruction and confidently recorded hardening

compared to pure ice occurred at ω > 0.01wt.%. The stress

after reaching the maximum σp did not jump to zero at

ω > 3wt.%, but gradually decreased. At the same time, the

sample maintained its integrity. As a result, a long section

of quasi-plastic flow (> 10% deformation) were observed

in these IC, which qualitatively distinguished these samples
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Figure 4. Dependence of peak stress σp (a) and Young’s modulus E (b) on the mass fraction of the NPs ω in linear (empty red icons

(in online version)) and logarithmic (solid blue icons (in online version)) coordinates. The mechanical characteristics of pure ice are

marked with an asterisk.

from samples with a smaller ω, which demonstrated quasi-

brittle destruction immediately after reaching the maximum

stress. Below by the strength of pure ice and IC, we

will mean this ultimate stress σp sustained by the material

during testing. The strengthening of the ice by NPs will be

characterized by the coefficient k = σp/σ
∗

p , where σ ∗

p —
the maximum stress sustained by pure ice. Accordingly, for

pure ice k = 1. The stress σ0.85, which is 85% of σp, is

often taken as a measure of the load-bearing capacity of ICs

that show viscoelastic falure behavior [45].
Concentration dependences of σp, E , ε1, ε2, A1 and A2

are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The symbols A1 and A2

denote specific work (proportional to the areas S1 and S2,

marked in Fig. 3), spent on deforming samples to reach σp

and further to σ0.85, respectively. The corresponding relative

inelastic deformations are denoted as ε1 and ε2 (see Fig. 3).
In general, the considered mechanical characteristics of

IC increased with an increase of ω for all dependences.

However, the sensitivity of individual characteristics to the

change of ω was different. The dependence σp(ω) was

characterized by a slowdown in growth at ω > 1wt.%, then

it reached saturation (Fig. 4, a). The coefficient k reached

2.5 at ω = 5wt.%. The dependence E(ω) was expressed

much weaker than σp(ω) (Fig. 4, b). At maximum, the

increase of E in IC (at ω = 1wt.%) did not exceed 25%

compared to pure ice, and with a further increase of the

NPs content in IC, their Young’s modulus even decreased

slightly.

It is important to note that at ω > 1−3wt.%, the growth

of mechanical characteristics was saturated, so from a prac-

tical point of view, a further increase of ω does not make

much sense. As already noted above, signs of irreversible

deformation began to appear in IC at ω > 0.01wt.% as

distinguished from pure ice, which was expressed in the

deviation of the dependence of σ−ε from a straight line 5.

This occurred at stresses exceeding σ ∗

p for pure ice (Fig. 3).
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The magnitude of this irreversible deformation ε1 increased

with an increase of ω (Fig. 5, a). The work A1 (Fig. 5, b)
spent on deformation before reaching peak stress also

grew σp proportionately to ε1 and σp . A brittle-viscous

transition took place at ω = 1−3wt.%. The energy of

complete fracture increased by more than an order of

magnitude and it exceeded A1 by 2.5−3 times when the

stress changed to σ0.85 (Fig. 5).

Grain sizes and the strength of grain boundaries can

play an important role in the mechanical behavior of any

polycrystalline materials. Similar effects are described in ice

in [46]. It follows from dependence dm(ω) shown in Fig. 6

that the introduction of NPs into the ice at a concentration of

1−2 wt.% leads to a decrease of dm up to 6 times compared

to pure ice. With a further increase of ω, saturation of

the dependence of dm(ω) was observed, as in the case of

the mechanical characteristics of IC discussed above, which

indicates a strong relationship between the latter and the

grain size. A similar dependence was observed for the grain

size d10, which characterizes 10% of grains with maximum

sizes in the distribution (Fig. 6).

Thus, the analysis of experimental data showed that the

strongest impact on the studied mechanical characteristics

and grain structure of IC is exerted by NPs at ω in the range

from 0.01 to 1−2wt.%. Rearrangement of experimental

data in the specified range of NPs concentrations in double

logarithmic coordinates showed that the considered mechan-

ical characteristics of IC demonstrate a linear relationship
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Table 2. Slope n and correlation coefficient r for the dependencies between logarithms different physical and mechanical characteristics

of IC and logarithm ω

dm σp E ε1 A1

n r n r n r n r n r

−0.23± 0.03 −0.930 0.12± 0.01 0.987 0.02± 0.01 0.725 0.27± 0.05 0.923 0.44± 0.08 0.968

with the NPs concentration with high correlation coeffi-

cients r (Table 2). For the Young’s modulus, which had a

very weak dependence on ω, the value of r was significantly

lower than for the other mechanical characteristics of IC. A

good alignment of mechanical characteristics and grain size

data in double logarithmic coordinates allows talking about

the power nature of their dependencies on ω (Fig. 4−6),
which makes it possible to quantify and then compare the

strength of the influence of the NPs concentration on various

characteristics of the IC in dimensionless magnitude n.

3. Discussion

As follows from Fig. 6, a more than sixfold decrease of

the most probable grain size was observed with an increase

of IC concentration. Therefore, first of all, we will discuss

the mechanisms of IC strengthening associated with this

effect. The observed decrease of grain size is obviously

attributable to an increase of the number of centers of

heterogeneous crystallite nucleation in the sample volume

with the growth of ω. However, not every NPs manages

to become the center of nucleation. Simple estimates show

that, depending on the impurity concentration, the average

grain size exceeds the average distance between the NPs

with a diameter of 40 nm by 2−3 orders of magnitude. The

majority of the NPs is pushed back by the crystallization

front to the grain boundaries and changes their structure.

Grain boundaries, triple junctions, texture are the most

important components of the microstructure of any poly-

crystalline materials, including ice and IC. Grain boundaries

are a source and drain for dislocations, stress concentrators

and, consequently, a place of facilitated crack generation and

grain boundary sliding [46]. As is known, the strengthening

effect of these factors can be described by the universal

empirical Hall−Petch ratio (1) [6–8,46]:

σp = a + G/dn
m, (1)

where a, G and n ≈ 0.5 can be considered as constants of

the material in the first approximation.

The probability of multiplication and movement of dislo-

cations in the planes of basic sliding obeys similar ratios,

which leads to dispersion hardening. Grain boundaries

can be an effective barrier and block the breakthrough of

dislocation accumulation from one grain to another. NPs

can both inhibit grain boundary sliding and embrittle grain

boundaries. n may differ slightly in the above processes

from 0.5 and lie in the range from 0.3 to 0.8 [47].

The low fracture viscosity of pure ice (it is about an

order of magnitude less than that of silicate glasses) causes

the easy nucleation of microcracks in it. As a rule, the

strength of grain boundaries in ice and IC with low NPs

concentration is significantly lower than the strength of the

grains themselves, and local stresses are higher, so cracks are

formed mainly along the grain boundaries. Their most likely

length coincides with the grain size, so a reduction of dm

(and, apparently, to an even greater extent d10) can lead to

strengthening in accordance with the Griffiths ratio [8]:

σp = B/d1/2
m , (2)

where B = (2Eγ)1/2, and γ — effective surface energy.

The dependences σp = f (dm) were found and con-

structed in different coordinates to make a choice between

the above-mentioned possibilities of strengthening using

NPs, which are characterized by similar patterns (Fig. 7).
It should be expected that the dependence of stresses on

grain sizes will also be power-mode since the experimental

concentration dependences of both σp and dm demonstrate

of a power-mode. Nonlinear regression of the experimental

dependence σp(dm) by power functions by methods de-

scribed in [48] for IC containing SiO2 NPs yields exponent

close to −0.5 with the error of about 10% as shown

in [43,44].

A linear regression in coordinates σp − d−1/2
m was used

in this study on this basis. The values of the additive term

a = −1.7± 2.2MPa (1) and the dimensionless correlation

coefficient r = 0.956 are obtained as a result. Taking

into account the high values of the correlation coefficient

and the fact that the experimental values σp vary in the

range ∼ 10−30MPa, it can be considered that the value

of the additive term is equal to zero within the accuracy

of the experiment and the dependence σp(dm) obeys the

law σp = Bd−1/2
m (2). A direct linear regression of data

in double logarithmic coordinates also leads to a degree

of n = −0.464 close to −1/2. Experimental dependences

σp(dm) and σp(d10) are shown on fig. 7 in linearizing

σp − d−1/2
m and double logarithmic coordinates along with

the results of linear regression of data in these coordinates.

Thus, according to the results of processing the experi-

mental data obtained, the mechanism of deformation and

destruction of IC is most likely due to the development

of cracks between grains formed from defects, the initial

characteristic size of which linearly depends on the size of

the grains.
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Figure 7. The dependence of the peak stress σp IC with NPs on dm and d10 , approximated by the Griffiths ratio, depicted in the

linearizing coordinates d−1/2 (a), and the Hall−Petch ratio, depicted in logarithmic coordinates (b).

The appearance and growth of irreversible deformation in

the IC before reaching maximum stresses and after it means

a transition from brittle fracture, typical for pure ice and IC

with a low impurity content, to viscoelastic at higher ω.

The nature of this transition can be very diverse and needs

clarification.

Conclusion

The regularities of strengthening of freshwater ice by

highly dispersed silicon dioxide nanoparticles in free uni-

axial compression test were identified. It is shown that

the greatest increase of mechanical properties (compressive

strength, Young’s modulus, inelastic deformation before and

after reaching peak load) occurs in the range of changes

in the mass fraction of NPs ω from 0.01 to 1wt.%.

With a further increase of the NPs content to 5wt.%, the

mechanical characteristics of IC increased slightly, or did

not change at all, reaching saturation at ω = 3−5wt.%.

The introduction of NPs, which are additional nuclei

of heterogeneous crystallization leads to a decrease of the

grain size of polycrystalline ice, the stronger the higher the

impurity concentration. At maximum at ω = 5wt.%, the

effect of grain size reduction reached more than sixfold in

comparison with pure ice. The experimental dependence of

strength on the median grain size was similar to Hall−Petch

or Griffith law. However, the correlation statistical analysis

of the data showed that the additive constant in the

Hall−Petch ratio is close to zero or, at least, an order

of magnitude less than the lowest values of peak stresses

during the uniaxial compression test. Hence, the prevailing

factor determining the strength of polycrystalline ice was

the size of intergranular Griffith cracks, linearly related

to the grain diameter and numerically almost equal to it.

This result gives an indication of the directions for further

studies and development of methods for strengthening IC

by preventing the appearance or blocking the growth of

these cracks. The results obtained provide a new vector for

further research and development of methods for hardening

IC by modifying the microstructure of ice by introducing

ultrafine NPs.

Methods of modification of the structure and mechanical

properties of ice and IC using NPs can be developed and

applied both independently and in combination with other

known methods. These methods can include chemical

modification of the matrix with polymer additives, rein-

forcement with microfibers of natural and synthetic origin,

heat treatment, mechanical
”
training “ with constant and

oscillating stresses, thermomechanical processing and other

technologies.
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